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Judith Schwartz is an entrepreneur, marketing strategist, and
communications professional on the forefront of sustainability issues, the
Smart Grid, alternative energy, low-income programs, and equitable
decarbonization.
Her Silicon Valley-based firm, To the Point, designs human-centered
strategies, conducts research and meta-analysis, creates narratives and
messaging, facilitates cross-stakeholder conversations, develops outreach
and communications prototypes and videos. Schwartz is a former
Commissioner on the Palo Alto Utility Advisory Commission.
Link to article: http://digital.apogee-mg.com/publication/?i=623101&ver=html5&p=24
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ECEE Mission Statement
Bring together different
stakeholders to create new
approaches and tools that ensure
equity in a clean energy economy
for at-risk customers and
communities
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Challenge Statement
“Utilities have an obligation to provide safe, affordable, reliable energy
to all. We believe the time has come to expand the traditional compact
in the utility sector to include clean energy and new perspectives on
equity. We must consider the impacts on the grid, the traditional utility
business model and customers, especially around affordability and
access. Particular attention is needed to ensure that at-risk customers
share the benefits of the transition to a clean energy economy.
It is critically important that we get the right balance. Please join us in
the Equity in the Clean Energy Economy (ECEE) Collaborative.”
Jamie Wimberly, CEO, DEFG LLC
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Principles for Equity in a Clean Energy Economy
Equitable

• Improving universal access, including clean energy
• Ensuring inclusion in strategy/decisions (procedural equity)
• Ensuring fair division of costs and benefits (distributive equity)

Clean

• Significantly reducing carbon emissions and other pollutants
• Adapting to and mitigating negative climate change impacts
• Promoting sustainable approaches to serving at-risk customers
• Keeping the lights on and maintaining power quality

Resilient • Adapting grid for distributed generation and smart tech
• Providing greater resiliency for vulnerable communities
• Lowering energy burden on at-risk customers

Affordable • Providing greater access to financing and consumer credit
• Evaluating clean energy investments on rates and rate design
6
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How Might Transition Benefit Underserved Residents?
Equitable
Access

Equitable

Clean
Clean

Resilient
Resilient

Affordable
Affordable
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UTILITY/REGIONAL
Region/Utility

COMMUNITY
Community

PERSONAL
Individual

Shared regional solutions enjoy
economies of scale that lower
costs for all and serve everyone

Focus on building community
wealth and raising awareness
and visibility. Elevate priorities
of community residents.

Programs and subsidies that
enable individual participation,
incl. incentives to landlords

Support RNG + utility-scale hybrid
storage so more renewables can
be brought online to lower costs
and carbon emissions for all

Small, high-visibility CS brings
renewables to neighborhood;
E-buses and car-sharing
improve local air quality

Invite people to participate in
CS programs as owners who
invest $ or time as peer EE
advisors

Use long-duration storage options
to reduce outages, eliminate
curtailment, and integrate or
buffer DERs close to point of use

Rooftop solar and storage on
community buildings provide
more services and allow them
to act as emergency resource
centers

Public/private partnerships to
invest in multi-family housing
projects with solar, storage, DR
that can provide shelter during
emergency events

Socialize costs so LMI residents
are not subsidizing prosumers or
left to pay for legacy systems

CBOs supported with onsite
solar/storage have more $$$
to share with families

Where families have cash flow
to participate (PAYS), subscribe
to weatherization, CS projects
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• What approaches to clean energy education or participation are meaningful for LI communities?
• What have we learned about how underserved residents benefit from inclusion?

Issues
Considered

• How has eligibility been defined or determined for which LI customers can participate?
In other words, how is “community” defined?
• What are the rules? For example, what happens if a customer doesn’t pay utility bill or moves?
• What are best practice examples of outreach that have brought utilities and LMI citizens together
and led to action and change?
8
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Methodology
• Build on insights from 2018 LICSWG, Utility Forward
2025 LICS, outreach to prospective ECEE members
• Updates to breakthrough community outreach
engagements over past decade
• Participation in National Community Solar Partnership
(online coalition facilitated by NREL)
• Literature review of 15 research publications

• Review of relevant websites of groups working on clean
energy and transportation equity and access, relevant
webcasts, audio broadcasts, articles
• Participate in DOE topic call and HI community workshop
• Phone and online exchanges with experts of different
perspectives (clean energy advocates, government
officials, regulatory staff, non-profit CS developers,
community organizers, EV program designers)
9
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Energy Worldviews Are Relevant
• Green altruists have succeeded in crossing the chasm and raising public awareness
• Even those with best of intentions may overlook impacts related to poverty and economics
• Projections onto others continue and often lead to blind spots

11
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Acknowledge disparate interests supporting clean energy transition
• Residents with varied views
• Community leaders and officials
• Regulators and oversight boards
• Environmental Justice advocates
• Climate activists
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•
•
•
•
•

Utilities and Community Choice Aggregators
Solar + battery developers and retailers
Alternative fuel innovators
E-Transportation ecosystem providers
Financial underwriters and philanthropists
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Does Market
Research =
Outreach?

• Difference between qualitative research and active engagement
• Deliberate neutrality vs emphasis on personal connection
• Controlled discussion vs orchestrated exchange
• Complementary tools rather than equivalent
13
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Does Education
and Marketing =
Outreach?

• Distinction between outbound distribution of info and listening
• Willingness to entertain other ideas and interpretations
• Two-way conversations are needed to build trust
• Effective way to inform education and marketing activities
14
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Relevant
Outreach
Practices

• Conduct exchanges with Environmental Justice advocates and community leaders to listen to
their concerns and how they view energy-related issues. Together identify opportunities for
community wealth building and workforce development and invite active participation.
• Hold community summits and forums. Conduct online events during pandemic to build
coalitions for future in-person events as these become safe again.
• Look for real opportunities to clarify and educate. Identify a range of options and discussion
points that regulators, utilities and EJ advocates could support.
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Outreach as Empowerment
• Share power with trusted CBOs and residents
• Invite realistic input to design, deployment, and
evaluation processes. Educate about what is possible.
• Delegate and share authority where possible
• Recognize benefits that accrue to neighborhoods and
community-at-large may be perceived as even more
valuable than benefits to individual families
• Urgent climate action is not the only priority
• Need to incorporate cultural and spiritual values
• Strive for projects that reflect PULL from community
rather than PUSH from DER advocates
c l e a n e n e r g y s t at e s a l l i a n c e • S O LAR W IT H J U STICE P.36

https://www.cesa.org/wp-content/uploads/Solar-with-Justice.pdf
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LI Customer Eligibility: Getting In
1.

Income qualified. Most CS programs use some type of incomebased criterion. For example, the Maryland program defines
LMI customers as those below 175% of the federal poverty
line. A new DTE MOU with Michigan PSC cites 200% to qualify.

2.

Participation in an existing program: While some require direct
income verification (like tax returns) others use proxies, such as
participation in SNAP or school lunch programs. Several
programs allow customers participating in state Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) programs to
participate in LMI community solar programs, by default.

3.

Location qualified. Customers residing in environmental justice
communities may be deemed program-eligible. An EJ or
"disadvantaged" region is defined by combining demographics
with environmental burdens. US EPA uses EJ Screen and
California has CalEnviroScreen data maps. Illinois is developing a
similar screen.

4.

Participation by LMI housing and service
organizations. In some states, such as Colorado,
Connecticut, Maryland, and Rhode Island,
affordable housing operators can qualify as LMI
participants.

19
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https://www.dcseu.com/solar-for-all
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Staying Enrolled
• Most CS programs manage churn and arrearages
by having a waiting list of new customers and
absorbing a certain amount of loss. For investorowned utilities, the process is regulated by the
state regulators.
• There are CS programs with "backup subscribers"
to absorb swings. There are companies and
churches in Minneapolis, for example, that cover
varied output from LMI community solar. That
lowers risk for developers and enables lower cost
fees for subscribers.
• Anchor tenants (corporations or public entities)
may be willing to serve as flexible subscribers to
allow variability for the number of below market
or high-risk participants.

• Many of the subscription programs are
complex, with fees paid to a 3rd party and
credits appearing on the utility bill. This may
obscure that fact the difference may be
extremely modest, raising a natural question
of if it is worth the effort?

• In some program models, financial credits for
DER resources go to a housing complex,
energy assistance provider or another
community agency to allow them to reduce
expenses or expand services to their tenants
or clients. This approach creates community
wealth, serves families who can’t afford
individual subscriptions, and is not subject to
default and payment problems many LMI
families experience on a routine basis.
21
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Access to EVs
• While we will show some examples of alternative models for LMI
access to electrified transportation, most current programs focus on
individual car ownership.
• Assuming one has sufficient cash flow and a credit rating to qualify to
purchase a new or used EV, pay for the insurance, and gain access to
adequate charging facilities, there is a complicated patchwork of
incentive and subsidy programs.
• To qualify for incentives, for example, California residents must verify
residency using a California Driver’s License or AB60 License with a
qualifying gross annual household income as noted at right. Residents
complete the online application process; which includes income
verification and program education requirement. This can take three
months or longer, depending on how quickly one completes each step
and state processing times to receive an Approval Letter in the mail.
Recipients must receive an Approval Letter BEFORE purchasing a
vehicle. California does not offer rebates and one cannot redeem a
grant if the family purchases a vehicle before being approved.
22
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Tactics Used in Best Smart
Meter Rollouts Still Relevant
• Personal door-to-door outreach (post-COVID)
• Advisory groups
• Peer-to-peer outreach and school programs
• Hire energy ambassadors from community
• Support trusted partner organizations
• Super customer service reps skilled at handling
escalations and proactive contacts
• Partner teams of retirees and interns or entry
level employees to respond on social media
• Authentic VOC exchanges and testimonials
(video, in-person, quotes)
https://www.smartgrid.gov/voices_of_experience
scroll down to Smart Grid Customer Engagement
©2021 Di stributed Energy Fi nancial Group LLC
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Appreciative Inquiry Summit
• City of Worcester, National Grid, local leaders, CBO and
university steering committee actively recruited participants
• 300+ people from community contributed two full days in 2011
• AI Methodology led by Dr. David Cooperrider
• Indirectly built support and buy-in for NGrid’s AMI pilot program
• Energized and expanded the City’s ongoing sustainability efforts

25
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Learn from Hits and Misses
• The Sustainability Hub was one of the prototypes developed at the
2011 Green-2-Growth summit. It is still going strong ten years later.
• The LI youth involvement was outstanding. We paid them to attend.
Their views were heard and applauded by City leaders.
• Attempts to create a follow-on utility (LI) Youth Energy Ambassador
program and an IEEE-sponsored national Constructive Engagement
program to develop summits with utilities in other regions across
the country were not successful.
• The City of Worcester
has continued
initiatives involving
the public.

http://www.worcesterma.gov/finance/energ
y-a s set-management/green-worcester
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https://youtu.be/tDkm3ldRxok
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https://youtu.be/-v6fC7hJTKI

PowerCentsDC
Pilot (SMPPI)
• Original settlement 2002
• Pilot 2005-2010
• Extended outreach 2010-2011
https://youtu.be/vH6_pbdZ9HQ

• Pilot managed by non-profit partnership: regulator, utility, consumer
advocate, citizens utility board, union (alliance outside evidentiary process)
• Pricing pilot specifically included study group of LI participants
• Used interactive exchanges and trusted partners to recruit and educate
residents about benefits before, during, and after the pilot
• Demonstrated the value of technology and price incentives to modify
behavior and participants to become more energy literate
27
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MI LI Solar Program Shows Progress and Opportunities
April 14, 2021, proposed settlement filed by DTE to conduct a LI Solar Pilot:

• Three projects in Detroit, River Rouge, Highland Park; 1/year 2022-2024.

Observations

• DTE will own the CS projects after construction. Other ownership models
will be considered for future projects after conclusion of the pilot.

• Creation of the Low-Income Solar Council affirms the parties realize
that communities themselves need a way to be involved.

• A Low-Income Solar Council shall be comprised of one LI individual from
each of the identified communities (paid for their time) plus one subject
matter expert, one non-profit rep, one DTE rep, and a non-voting member
from the Michigan Public Service Commission Staff. The LISC will:
o Work with the communities to identify possible site locations,

o May establish additional guidance and evaluation criteria,
o Rank order a pool of possible projects to fulfill pilot requirements,
o Work with project proposers to secure funding through donations
from DTE, MIGreenPower subscribers, and other donors.
•

• Michigan interveners who participated in the settlement tended to
be environmental groups, solar installer trade groups, and a group
supporting solar streetlights in Highland Park.
• DTE has an excellent portfolio of innovative programs to support LI
customers. Drawing from that grass roots pool of residents and CBO
partners would make any outreach efforts stronger.
• Most LI advocacy groups in Detroit have not prioritized “renewable
access” as their top goal. Bill assistance has been a higher priority.
• Objectors don’t seem to realize that having DTE own the initial
projects accelerates access because 100% LI projects are typically
difficult to finance and few make it beyond directives.

o Work jointly with LISC to determine methodology for deciding
number of participants and eligibility criteria,

• However, the desire for local community ownership and wealth
creation is a strong sentiment that should be honored. Looking at
other successful commodity monetization models for one or two of
the sites beyond straight subscriptions might be the most
productive way to overcome these legitimate concerns.

o Enroll participants in the project and provide on-bill credits.

• An in-depth analysis from Irene Dimitry will be prepared in 2021

DTE will:
o Provide project and funding criteria and final selection of bids,

30
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https://www.shake-energy.com/

“Shake Energy is currently developing a proposal for a
community solar project on the island of Molokaʻi in
Hawaiʻi and a group of community members are directing
all aspects of the project from physical design to
subscription design. We have been engaged in a discussion
about how they want their broader community of 8,000
island residents to receive benefits and it has been pretty
fascinating to observe. ”
https://www.shake-energy.com/
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Molokaʻi : Ho’ahu Coop
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• Example of PULL
• Community Solar subscription
model but open to other ideas
• This project is being driven by
community members committed
to making it work for 2,700
residences
• Extremely welcoming and
inclusive mindset
• They are proactively thinking how
to allocate shares to low income,
seniors, non-profits
• Very concerned about
incorporating cultural and
spiritual values
• Mix of motivations: independence
and sense of fairness rank high
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Promoting Equity in Transition to EVs
(April 2021 California Public Awareness Campaign)
• Goal: Every new passenger car sold in CA to be
zero emissions by 2035
• Electric for All aims to work with local
superheroes and Veloz members to identify and
address the needs and barriers to electrification
in these communities, and across the state.
• General info is more industry-centric and it is still
unclear how ZEVs can gain widespread adoption
in DACs

Veloz engages its powerhouse of members, publicprivate partnerships, programs, policy engagement
and public awareness campaigns to overcome barriers
to electrification and create a virtuous cycle of desire
and demand, with more affordable makes and models
and refueling stations.
Veloz aims to make electric for all a reality

https://www.electricforall.org/campaign/
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Green Raiteros: Electric Rideshares for Rural Huron
Green Raiteros, a ride-share resource for
farmworkers and low-income families to safely access
important destinations, such as doctor visits and
social service appointments. This is a preferred
alternative to public transportation as passengers
arrive to their destination comfortably and on time.

• Address five social justice problems:
o Economic, Environmental, Climate, Health,
Transportation

The Green Raiteros program consists of electric
vehicles (EVs), EV infrastructure at the Romualdo M.
and Imelda C. Leon Community and Mobility Center
in Huron and a pair of DC fast chargers
on the west side of Fresno at the Food
Maxx parking lot, as well as a dispatcher
and coordinator who keep operations
running smoothly.

• Leadership by an effective local champion and staffed by
people from community who have experienced problems
first-hand. Designed for active participation by community.

• Solves immediate problems like getting kids to Fresno
Valley Children’s Hospital because so many have
respiratory issues caused by agricultural pollution

https://youtu.be/0c6CB5oGmVI
https://youtu.be/nNevik8BW3Y
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The Watts Clean Air and Energy Committee has been operating
since 2014. Mama Linda and Miss Jackie are the public “superhero”
faces of this grassroots environmental justice organization. They
work around the clock to educate, inspire and engage their fellow
community members in what they see as the burgeoning green
future. “We get left behind on so many movements,” says Mama
Linda. “We have to be at the head of this one. It is the future. It is
coming.”
On a mission, they go door-to-door, work through churches, hold
events, testify at public hearings and run campaigns to pass
important policies like Measure W to clean their water and air.
Recently they successfully helped their community apply for a
Transformative Climate Community Grant from the state of
California to establish the first EV car-sharing program in Watts.
They also spearhead building community gardens, planting trees,
and running EV ride and drive events.
https://ktla.com/morning-news/local-heroes-helping-minorities-buy-more-electric-vehicles-in-california/

The mission of the Watts Clean Air & Energy
Committee is to empower the Watts Community
to achieve environmental justice by improving
our air quality and helping our community to
gain access to careers in the growing green
energy industry. http://wattscleanair.com
35
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The Shared-Use Mobility Center operates an
extensive Learning Center, researches and
analyzes new transportation modes, and
fosters peer learning. In addition, SUMC has
experience providing research and technical
assistance for other programs such as the
Mobility on Demand (MOD) Sandbox, MOD
On-Ramp, and the Integrated Mobility
Innovation (IMI) initiative.

https://scdhec.gov/environment/community-engagement

The National Network will spearhead mobility
innovation projects that incorporate new
service delivery models, creative financing,
novel partnerships, and integrated payment.
Their site features a learning module on
community engagement.
https ://learn.sharedusemobilitycenter.org/learning_module/community-engagement/

36
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Make Cultural Connections
• Chicago-based conceptual artist Amanda
Williams conceived Color(ed) Theory, a two-year
art project in which she painted soon-to-bedemolished houses bold, monochromatic colors
infused with local meaning -- catalyzing
conversations and making the hidden visible.
• Together with family, friends, and students, she
painted this abandoned house a bright shade of
turquoise she calls "ultrasheen.” The word and
color are instant reminders of the hair product
African Americans of a certain age in Chicago
remember seeing in their grandparents’ homes.
• The red house calls to mind “Harold’s Chicken
Shack,” a Chicago institution that Williams
references in a friendly encounter with police in
her TED talk.
https://www.ted.com/t alks/amanda_wi lliams_why _i_turn
ed_chicago_s_abandoned_homes _into _art
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ARTility
• Graffiti was a costly problem
• Puget Sound Energy decided to reach out
to local artists to personalize visible assets
that were regularly vandalized.

“Commissioning
artists to paint
walls to combat
graffiti makes a
neighborhood feel
like it is cared for.
It allows people to
come by and get
involved.”—artist
Angelia Villalobos

http://digital.apogee-mg.com/publication/frame.php?i=690767&p=&pn=&ver=html5
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After Flint’s Crisis, An Algorithm Helps
Citizens Find Lead Pipes
“As we have these conversations, we talk about how this is not
something that we are just planning to have done to us, we are
doing this together. We want the community to be part of every
step of the process…to make it more accurate…to make it
ultimately successful.”

–Alexis Smith is a community and technology associate
at Freshwater Future in Toledo, Ohio.

• Coalitions utility with city, CBOs, tech companies
• Data analytics
• Direct conversations with the community

https://www.sciencefriday.com/segments/flint-algorithm-lead-pipes/
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LISTEN with Compassion

• Compassion has vast benefits for patients across a
wide variety of conditions.
• Missed opportunities for compassion can have
devastating health effects.
• Compassion can help reverse the cost crisis in health
care.
• Compassion can be an antidote for burnout among
health care providers.
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In Compassionomics: The Revolutionary Scientific
Evidence That Caring Makes a Difference, physician
scientists Stephen Trzeciak and Anthony Mazzarelli
conduct a rigorous review of the science — coupled with
stories from the front lines of medicine—demonstrates
that human connection in health care matters in
surprisingly effective ways.

• Forty seconds of compassion can save a life.
https://www.compassionomics.com/
©2021 Distributed Energy Financial Group LLC
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Conclusion:
Provide Seats at the Table
• Desire to tackle climate change is critical. Good intentions alone are insufficient
and informed empathy is equally essential to engage disadvantaged families
• Policy makers and program designers will be more effective if they better
understand practical realities and issues from varied perspectives of members
of underserved communities
• Constructive engagement, community empowerment, and building community
wealth all rely on sharing control with those usually left out
• Clean energy literacy requires many two-way conversations, not just slogans
• PULL is more effective than PUSH when it comes to community buy-in
• All stakeholders need to honestly discuss trade offs between holistic, systemwide solutions to deliver clean energy vs strategies dependent on individual
investment to solve this pressing global challenge and maintain resilience
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Q&A
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Jamie Wimberly, CEO, DEFG
jwimberly@defgllc.com
Judith Schwartz, To the Point
Judith@tothept.com
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DEFG is a customer insights and advisory firm in the utility space. Through
collaborative research, data analysis and peer-to-peer networking, we
help our clients achieve ways to better serve their customers.
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